4th Grade
Civ-Gov standard benchmark 1 #1 – concepts of rules & laws
Civ-Gov standard benchmark 2 #1 – concepts of rights & privileges
Civ-Gov standard benchmark 3 #1 – recognition of constitution
Civ-Gov standard benchmark 4 #1-#2 * - participation in government
Civ-Gov standard benchmark 5 #1-#3 * - state government
Geography standard benchmark 2 #1-#2 – human characteristics of KS
History standard benchmark 1 #1-#6 * – development of KS
History standard benchmark 2 #1-#2 ** - immigrants in KS
History standard benchmark 3 #1-#2 – name “Kansas” song “home on the range”

3rd Grade
Civ-Gov standard benchmark 4 #1-#2 – rights & responsibilities
Civ-Gov standard benchmark 5 #1-#2 – define government
History standard benchmark 1 #1 – current events timeline
History standard benchmark 2 #1-#2 ** - compare communities
History standard benchmark 3 #1-#3 – holidays, ceremonies, symbols of U.S.

2nd Grade
Civ-Gov standard benchmark 3 – concepts: constitution
Civ-Gov standard benchmark 4 – concepts: rights & privileges
Geography standard benchmark 4 – development of community
History standard benchmark 1 #1-#4 **** - transportation; notable people
History standard benchmark 2 #1-#3 *** - daily life of settlers & Indians
History standard benchmark 4 – create historical timeline

1st Grade
History standard benchmark 1 #1-#2 * - notable people in history; past/present presidents
History standard benchmark 2 **** - concepts of needs
History standard benchmark 3 – U.S. symbols

Pre-kindergarten-Kindergarten
No standards represented